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A Level success 

Bosworth Academy students are once again celebrating amazing A Level results, with the majority of 

students having been able to access their University of choice. 

Quote Chris Parkinson, Principal “These results are a testimony to the hard work and commitment of 

staff that our students have enjoyed such success.” 

Some of the individual stars were: 

Joe Aziz who gained 3 x A* & 1 x A and is now going to Birmingham to study Theoretical Physics. 

Joe Murfitt who gained 3 x A* & 1 x A and is now going to Birmingham to study Medicine. 

Tamsin Durrant who gained 3 x A* and is now going to Birmingham to study Chemistry. 

Divesh Jina who gained 3 x A* & 1 x A and is now going on to study Engineering. 

Connor Mawer who gained 3 x A* and is now going to Imperial College to study Physics. 

Bosworth Academy has a policy of challenging students to be better than they thought they could be, 

and to take the hardest A level subjects such as Maths, Further Maths, Chemistry and Physics.  These 

subjects alone have achieved an amazing 60 A*/A grades between them.  These results are a 

testimony to the hard work and commitment which our students and staff have put in over the last 

two years.  

Number of students entered 162 

A* - E = 100%  A* - C = 75%  A* A B = 48% 

 
Interviews:  Chris Parkinson, Principal, available for interview and comment 01455 822841 

Student interviews on request 07774 141516 
 
Further information contact: Bosworth Academy, Chris Parkinson 01455 822841/07774 141516  
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  
 
About Bosworth Academy 
Bosworth Academy is a mixed comprehensive School catering for the 11-19 age range. The Academy forms 
part of the LIFE Multi Academy Trust. 
Benefiting from having a very rich and diverse catchment area stretching from the Warwickshire border to the 
outskirts of Leicester City, Bosworth Academy is committed to being a positive force for affecting social 
mobility.  
Bosworth Academy's main aim is to ensure all students develop into confident, capable and successful people 
who can take control of their future lives. This means that our students must gain fantastic exam results, but 
we also recognise that a world class education means so much more than can be measured by league tables 
alone.  
Importantly we believe that “No student should underachieve”. This means absolutely everyone is important 
to us and everyone should experience high challenge and expectation.  
 
Contact details 
Principal: Chris Parkinson 
bosworthacademy.org.uk 
01455 822841 
 
 

 


